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16 CFR Ch. I (1–1–11 Edition) § 23.8 

§ 23.8 Misrepresentation as to content 
of pewter. 

(a) It is unfair or deceptive to mark, 
describe, or otherwise represent all or 
part of an industry product as ‘‘Pewter’’ 
or any abbreviation if such mark or de-
scription misrepresents the product’s 
true composition. 

(b) An industry product or part 
thereof may be described or marked as 
‘‘Pewter’’ or any abbreviation if it con-
sists of at least 900 parts per 1000 Grade 
A Tin, with the remainder composed of 
metals appropriate for use in pewter. 

§ 23.9 Additional guidance for the use 
of quality marks. 

As used in these guides, the term 
quality mark means any letter, figure, 
numeral, symbol, sign, word, or term, 
or any combination thereof, that has 
been stamped, embossed, inscribed, or 
otherwise placed on any industry prod-
uct and which indicates or suggests 
that any such product is composed 
throughout of any precious metal or 
any precious metal alloy or has a sur-
face or surfaces on which there has 
been plated or deposited any precious 
metal or precious metal alloy. Included 
are the words ‘‘gold,’’ ‘‘karat,’’ ‘‘carat,’’ 
‘‘silver,’’ ‘‘sterling,’’ ‘‘vermeil,’’ ‘‘plat-
inum,’’ ‘‘iridium,’’ ‘‘palladium,’’ ‘‘ruthe-
nium,’’ ‘‘rhodium,’’ or ‘‘osmium,’’ or any 
abbreviations thereof, whether used 
alone or in conjunction with the words 
‘‘filled,’’ ‘‘plated,’’ ‘‘overlay,’’ or ‘‘electro-
plated,’’ or any abbreviations thereof. 
Quality markings include those in 
which the words or terms ‘‘gold,’’ 
‘‘karat,’’ ‘‘silver,’’ ‘‘vermeil,’’ ‘‘platinum’’ 
(or platinum group metals), or their 
abbreviations are included, either sepa-
rately or as suffixes, prefixes, or sylla-
bles. 

(a) Deception as to applicability of 
marks. (1) If a quality mark on an in-
dustry product is applicable to only 
part of the product, the part of the 
product to which it is applicable (or in-
applicable) should be disclosed when, 
absent such disclosure, the location of 
the mark misrepresents the product or 
part’s true composition. 

(2) If a quality mark is applicable to 
only part of an industry product, but 
not another part which is of similar 
surface appearance, each quality mark 
should be closely accompanied by an 

identification of the part or parts to 
which the mark is applicable. 

(b) Deception by reason of difference in 
the size of letters or words in a marking or 
markings. It is unfair or deceptive to 
place a quality mark on a product in 
which the words or letters appear in 
greater size than other words or letters 
of the mark, or when different mark-
ings placed on the product have dif-
ferent applications and are in different 
sizes, when the net impression of any 
such marking would be misleading as 
to the metallic composition of all or 
part of the product. (An example of im-
proper marking would be the marking 
of a gold electroplated product with 
the word ‘‘electroplate’’ in small type 
and the word ‘‘gold’’ in larger type, with 
the result that purchasers and prospec-
tive purchasers of the product might 
only observe the word ‘‘gold.’’) 

NOTE 1 TO § 23.9: Legibility of markings. If 
a quality mark is engraved or stamped on an 
industry product, or is printed on a tag or 
label attached to the product, the quality 
mark should be of sufficient size type as to 
be legible to persons of normal vision, should 
be so placed as likely to be observed by pur-
chasers, and should be so attached as to re-
main thereon until consumer purchase. 

NOTE 2 TO § 23.9: Disclosure of identity of 
manufacturers, processors, or distributors. 
The National Stamping Act provides that 
any person, firm, corporation, or association, 
being a manufacturer or dealer subject to 
section 294 of the Act, who applies or causes 
to be applied a quality mark, or imports any 
article bearing a quality mark ‘‘which indi-
cates or purports to indicate that such arti-
cle is made in whole or in part of gold or sil-
ver or of an alloy of either metal’’ shall apply 
to the article the trademark or name of such 
person. 15 U.S.C. 297. 

§ 23.10 Misuse of ‘‘corrosion proof,’’ 
‘‘noncorrosive,’’ ‘‘corrosion resist-
ant,’’ ‘‘rust proof,’’ ‘‘rust resistant,’’ 
etc. 

(a) It is unfair or deceptive to: 
(1) Use the terms ‘‘corrosion proof,’’ 

‘‘noncorrosive,’’ ‘‘rust proof,’’ or any 
other term of similar meaning to de-
scribe an industry product unless all 
parts of the product will be immune 
from rust and other forms of corrosion 
during the life expectancy of the prod-
uct; or 

(2) Use the terms ‘‘corrosion resist-
ant,’’ ‘‘rust resistant,’’ or any other 
term of similar meaning to describe an 
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Federal Trade Commission § 23.15 

industry product unless all parts of the 
product are of such composition as to 
not be subject to material damage by 
corrosion or rust during the major por-
tion of the life expectancy of the prod-
uct under normal conditions of use. 

(b) Among the metals that may be 
considered as corrosion (and rust) re-
sistant are: Pure nickel; Gold alloys of 
not less than 10 Kt. fineness; and Aus-
tenitic stainless steels. 

§ 23.11 Definition and misuse of the 
word ‘‘diamond.’’ 

(a) A diamond is a natural mineral 
consisting essentially of pure carbon 
crystallized in the isometric system. It 
is found in many colors. Its hardness is 
10; its specific gravity is approximately 
3.52; and it has a refractive index of 
2.42. 

(b) It is unfair or deceptive to use the 
unqualified word ‘‘diamond’’ to describe 
or identify any object or product not 
meeting the requirements specified in 
the definition of diamond provided 
above, or which, though meeting such 
requirements, has not been symmetri-
cally fashioned with at least seventeen 
(17) polished facets. 

NOTE 1 TO PARAGRAPH (b): It is unfair or de-
ceptive to represent, directly or by implica-
tion, that industrial grade diamonds or other 
non-jewelry quality diamonds are of jewelry 
quality. 

(c) The following are examples of de-
scriptions that are not considered un-
fair or deceptive: 

(1) The use of the words ‘‘rough dia-
mond’’ to describe or designate uncut 
or unfaceted objects or products satis-
fying the definition of diamond pro-
vided above; or 

(2) The use of the word ‘‘diamond’’ to 
describe or designate objects or prod-
ucts satisfying the definition of dia-
mond but which have not been sym-
metrically fashioned with at least sev-
enteen (17) polished facets when in im-
mediate conjunction with the word 
‘‘diamond’’ there is either a disclosure 
of the number of facets and shape of 
the diamond or the name of a type of 
diamond that denotes shape and that 
usually has less than seventeen (17) 
facets (e.g., ‘‘rose diamond’’). 

NOTE 2 TO PARAGRAPH (c): Additional guid-
ance about imitation and laboratory-created 
diamond representations and misuse of 

words ‘‘gem,’’ ‘‘real,’’ ‘‘genuine,’’ ‘‘natural,’’ etc., 
are set forth in §§ 23.23, 23.24, and 23.25. 

§ 23.12 Misuse of the words ‘‘flawless,’’ 
‘‘perfect,’’ etc. 

(a) It is unfair or deceptive to use the 
word ‘‘flawless’’ to describe any dia-
mond that discloses flaws, cracks, in-
clusions, carbon spots, clouds, internal 
lasering, or other blemishes or imper-
fections of any sort when examined 
under a corrected magnifier at 10- 
power, with adequate illumination, by 
a person skilled in diamond grading. 

(b) It is unfair or deceptive to use the 
word ‘‘perfect,’’ or any representation of 
similar meaning, to describe any dia-
mond unless the diamond meets the 
definition of ‘‘flawless’’ and is not of in-
ferior color or make. 

(c) It is unfair or deceptive to use the 
words ‘‘flawless’’ or ‘‘perfect’’ to describe 
a ring or other article of jewelry hav-
ing a ‘‘flawless’’ or ‘‘perfect’’ principal 
diamond or diamonds, and supple-
mentary stones that are not of such 
quality, unless there is a disclosure 
that the description applies only to the 
principal diamond or diamonds. 

§ 23.13 Disclosure of treatments to dia-
monds 

A diamond is a gemstone product. 
Treatments to diamonds should be dis-
closed in the manner prescribed in 
§ 23.22 of these guides, Disclosure of 
treatments to gemstones. 

[65 FR 78743, Dec. 15, 2000] 

§ 23.14 Misuse of the term ‘‘blue white.’’ 
It is unfair or deceptive to use the 

term ‘‘blue white’’ or any representa-
tion of similar meaning to describe any 
diamond that under normal, north day-
light or its equivalent shows any color 
or any trace of any color other than 
blue or bluish. 

§ 23.15 Misuse of the term ‘‘properly 
cut,’’ etc. 

It is unfair or deceptive to use the 
terms ‘‘properly cut,’’ ‘‘proper cut,’’ 
‘‘modern cut,’’ or any representation of 
similar meaning to describe any dia-
mond that is lopsided, or is so thick or 
so thin in depth as to detract materi-
ally from the brilliance of the stone. 

NOTE TO § 23.15: Stones that are commonly 
called ‘‘fisheye’’ or ‘‘old mine’’ should not be 
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